PUBLIC AUCTION NOTICE

It is to notify that the following Old vehicles of SSPC, Ramanagara will be auctioned in Public Auction at this office premises on **20.11.2019 at 11.00 “AS IS WHERE IS CONDITION”**. The terms and condition of the public auction is furnished herewith.

1) Rajdoot KAO5 H2934 Floor value/upset value fixed by RTO, RMN Rs.1,300/-
2) Rajdoot KA11 E2638 Floor value/upset value fixed by RTO, RMN Rs.1,200/-
3) Rajdoot KAO9 H692 Floor value/upset value fixed by RTO, RMN Rs.1,200/-

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR DISPOSAL OF OLD VEHICLES THROUGH PUBLIC AUCTION**

1. Interested parties may participate in the auction on payment of **Rs.2000/- (Rupees Two Thousand only) by Cash as Caution Money Deposit and CMD which will not carry any interest.**
2. **Persons without payment of CMD amount will not be allowed at the place of auction.**
3. The Old vehicles will be auctioned **“AS IS WHERE IS CONDITION”**.
4. Only highest bids among public auction will be accepted.
5. The highest bidder should deposit entire bid amount on the spot by cash accepted by the office immediately after the public auction.
6. The undersigned or the committee authorised for conducting the auction reserves the right to accept or reject any full bid without assigning any reason whatsoever.
7. In case of any doubt or dispute, the decision of the undersigned shall be final and binding on all the bidders.
8. The bided Old vehicles may be taken out of the premises on the same day during the office hours.
9. Employees & workers of CSB are not allowed to participate in the auction.

Sd/-

SCIENTIST – D

Copy for information and necessary action:-

1) The Scientist-D, Cocoon Testing Centre, CSB, Ramanagaram
2) The Assistant Director, Department of Sericulture, Ramanagaram
3) The R.T. Officer, RTO, Ramanagaram,
4) The Executive Engineer, PWD, Ramanagaram
5) The District Commissioner Office, Ramanagaram
6) The Commissioner, Mahanagara palike, Ramanagara
7) The Scientist-D, SSPC, Malavalli
8) The Member-Secretary, CSB, Bangalore
9) The Director, NSSO, Bangalore for kind information. This has reference to HO Approval letter No/CSBNSSO/3/12 Veh-cond/2004-05/4489 dated17/10/2019
10) The Deputy Director(COMPUTER),CO, Bangalore & NSSO,CSB, Bengaluru with a request to place the above Public Auction Notice in CSB & CPP Website for vide publicity
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